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Shape Distributions of Nonlinear Dynamical
Systems for Video-based Inference
Vinay Venkataraman, Student Member, IEEE, and Pavan Turaga, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents a shape-theoretic framework for dynamical analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems which
appear frequently in several video-based inference tasks. Traditional approaches to dynamical modeling have included linear
and nonlinear methods with their respective drawbacks. A novel approach we propose is the use of descriptors of the shape of
the dynamical attractor as a feature representation of nature of dynamics. The proposed framework has two main advantages
over traditional approaches: a) representation of the dynamical system is derived directly from the observational data, without any
inherent assumptions, and b) the proposed features show stability under different time-series lengths where traditional dynamical
invariants fail. We illustrate our idea using nonlinear dynamical models such as Lorenz and Rossler systems, where our feature
representations (shape distribution) support our hypothesis that the local shape of the reconstructed phase space can be used as
a discriminative feature. Our experimental analyses on these models also indicate that the proposed framework show stability for
different time-series lengths, which is useful when the available number of samples are small/variable. The specific applications
of interest in this paper are: 1) activity recognition using motion capture and RGBD sensors, 2) activity quality assessment for
applications in stroke rehabilitation, and 3) dynamical scene classification. We provide experimental validation through action and
gesture recognition experiments on motion capture and Kinect datasets. In all these scenarios, we show experimental evidence
of the favorable properties of the proposed representation.
Index Terms—Action modeling, largest Lyapunov exponent, chaos theory, shape distribution, action and gesture recognition,
movement quality assessment, dynamical scene analysis.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

D

YNAMICAL modeling methods for understanding signals from various sensing platforms have
been the cornerstone of many applications in the
computer vision community, such as human activity
analysis [1] and dynamical natural scene recognition
[2]. Recent advances in sensing platforms like motion capture systems and the Kinect have opened
doors to several applications including home-based
health monitoring, gaming and entertainment. Take
for instance the task of developing algorithms for
understanding the dynamics in human activities. This
problem is non-trivial due to the complexity of natural
human movement, which is a result of interactions
between multiple body joints having high degrees
of freedom. In addition, the task of recognizing human actions is challenging due to several factors
including inter-class similarities between actions (e.g.,
running and walking), intra-class variations due to
multiple strategies for an action (e.g., dance) and
inter-subject variations. Natural human movements
(such as walking, running) are composed of periodic
action sequences in the form of repetitions, with some
variability [3]. These inherent attributes of human
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movement (periodicity with variability) have motivated researchers to employ tools from nonlinear dynamical systems theory to model human movement
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Dynamical modeling
of spatio-temporal evolution of human activities are
traditionally accomplished by defining a state space
and learning a function that maps the current state
to the next state [10], [11]. A recent alternate approach has attempted to derive a representation for
the dynamical system directly from the observation
data using tools from chaos theory [4]. The main idea
here is that, by using a top-down approach of dynamical modeling, one would only approximate the truedynamics of the system with attempts to fit a model
to the observational data. Whereas, in the bottomup approach [4], the dynamical system parameters
such as the number of independent variables, degrees
of freedom and other unknown parameters are estimated from the data. Such an approach can be seen
as a generalized representation without any strong
assumptions, suitable for analyzing a wide range of
dynamical phenomenon.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Several approaches have been proposed in literature
for modeling the dynamics underlying an observed
time-series and we review the prior work in the specific applications of interest in a) activity recognition,
b) activity quality assessment, and c) natural scene
recognition.
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2.1

Classical Dynamical Invariants

The largest Lyapunov exponent is a widely used
dynamical invariant (measure of chaos), which quantifies the rate of divergence of initially closely-spaced
trajectories [2], [4]. A practical method for estimating the largest Lyapunov exponent from an observational time-series was first proposed by Wolf et al.
[12]. Several other approaches were also proposed
in literature to quantify chaos [13], [14], [15], which
were found to suffer from at least one of the following drawbacks: (a) unreliable for small datasets,
(b) computationally intensive, (c) relatively difficult to
implement [16]. An improved method for estimation
of the largest Lyapunov exponent to overcome the
above mentioned drawbacks was later proposed by
Rosenstein et al. [16]. However, experimental results
on nonlinear dynamical models have shown that the
suggested number of data samples for accurate estimation of the largest Lyapunov exponent is 10m
(where m is the embedding dimension) [16], [17].
In recent years, these methods have been applied to
model various visual dynamical phenomenon such
as video-based recognition of human activities [4] as
well as recognition of dynamical scenes [2]. However,
when one needs to make inferences from short videos,
or for instance when the activity of interest lasts
only a few seconds, the classical approaches have
significant drawbacks. While quantification of chaos
using the largest Lyapunov exponent have been used
to monitor varying chaos levels (level of complexity
of the system) for recognition or prediction purposes
[18], experimental studies for modeling human activities have not reported any evidence for different
levels of chaos in human activities. Hence, we believe
that a representation for level of chaos may not be
a suitable approach to model human activities. In
this paper, we propose an alternative approach to
model human activities by extracting dynamical features representative of the shape of the reconstructed
phase space instead of quantifying chaos. We also
demonstrate through experiments that the framework
for estimation of dynamical features show stability
across different time-series lengths and compare the
performance with traditional chaotic invariants.
2.2

Activity Recognition

Human activity analysis has attracted the attention
of many researchers resulting in extensive literature
on the subject. A detailed review of the approaches
in literature for modeling and recognition of human
activities are discussed in [1], [19]. Since our present
work is related to non-parametric approaches for
dynamical system analysis for action modeling, we
restrict our discussion to related methods.
Human actions have been modeled using dynamical system theory in computer vision [4], [11] and
biomechanics [3], [6]. Differential equations can be

used to model such a system, which requires access to all independent variables of the system. This
approach would facilitate an understanding of the
system behavior and also allow for the prediction of
future states using present and past state information.
However, this is not realizable in practice, as it is
extremely hard to determine the independent variables and the interactions governing the dynamics of
human actions.
Dynamical modeling of human actions can be
broadly categorized into parametric and nonparametric methods. Furthermore, human actions have been
modeled with the assumption that the underlying
dynamical system is linear [11] or nonlinear [4], [10].
In parametric modeling approaches, the dynamics of
a system is represented by imposing a model and
learning the model parameters from training data.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [20] and Linear
Dynamical Systems (LDSs) [21] are the most popular
parametric modeling approaches employed for action
recognition [22], [23], [24] and gait analysis [11], [25],
[26]. Nonlinear parametric modeling approaches such
as Switching Linear Dynamical Systems (SLDSs) have
been utilized to model complex activities composed
of sequences of short segments modeled by LDS [27].
While nonlinear approaches can provide a more accurate model, it is difficult to precisely learn the model
parameters. In addition, one would only approximate
the true-dynamics of the system with attempts to
fit a model to the experimental data. An alternative
nonparametric action modeling approach is based on
tools from chaos theory, with no assumptions on
the underlying dynamical system. Traditional chaotic
measures, like the largest Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension and correlation integral, have been
extensively used to model human actions [3], [4],
[6]. However, [16] and [17] have shown that these
nonlinear dynamical measures need large amounts of
data to produce stable results (10m , where m is the
embedding dimension). Junejo et al. [5] used a selfsimilarity matrix, a graphical representation of distinct
recurrent behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems,
to learn an action descriptor. In this paper, through
illustrative examples and experimental validation, we
show that our framework works more robustly than
traditional chaotic invariants for action modeling.
2.3

Activity Quality for Rehabilitation

Recently researchers from various backgrounds have
shown interest in the development of computational
frameworks for quantification of quality of movement,
for possible applications in health monitoring and
rehabilitation [3], [17], [28], [29]. Stroke being the
most common neurological disorder, leaves millions
disabled every year who are unable to undergo longterm therapy treatment due to insufficient coverage by
insurance. Recent directions in rehabilitation research
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have been towards development of portable systems
for therapy. Traditional quantitative scales such as the
Fugl Meyer Test [30] and the Wolf Motor Function Test
(WMFT) [31], have proven to be effective in evaluating
movement quality. However, these approaches involve visual monitoring which would greatly benefit
from the development of an objective computational
framework for movement quality assessment. The aim
here is to develop standardized methods to describe
the level of impairment across subjects.
The focus of existing approaches for movement
quality assessment has been towards finding typical
patterns in kinematics which differ between healthy
and impaired subjects. While these approaches are
successful in giving an insight into understanding
human movement, they fail to utilize the inherent
dynamical nature of the movement. Rehabilitation
therapies are composed of repetitive movements (e.g.,
reach to a target) that are strongly periodic with inherent variability. Traditional methods have assumed
that this variability arises from noise in the system.
However, it is evident that variability is an integral
part of repetitive movements due to the availability
of multiple strategies for the movement. Also, it is
believed that variability produced in human movement is a result of nonlinear interactions and have
deterministic origin [3]. Extensive research has been
carried out to model this variability using nonlinear
dynamical system theory [3], [6]. In this paper, we
utilize the action modeling framework for movement
quality assessment using a single wrist marker. We
show the utility of the proposed action modeling
framework for quantifying the quality of reaching
tasks using a single marker on the wrist, and obtain
comparable results to a heavy marker-based setup (14
markers placed on arm, shoulder and torso [28]).
2.4

Natural Scene Classification

Natural scene classification has been an active area
of research in computer vision with applications in
automated image and video understanding. Much
research has been focused around scene classification
using single still images [32], [33], thereby neglecting
dynamical motion information available in videos. Recently, the problem of dynamical modeling of natural
scenes was introduced by Shroff et al. [2] who utilized
tools from chaos theory along with GIST [34], [35] to
model the spatio-temporal evolution in natural scenes
in an unconstrained setting.
Dynamic texture representation using LDS proposed by Soatto et al. has been used to recognize
and synthesize dynamic textures such as sea-waves,
smoke, traffic [36], [37]. Such low-dimensional models
have been used to capture complex natural phenomena. However, experimental results reported in [2]
show that these simple models might not be effective
for dynamic scene classification in an unconstrained

setting. Shroff et al. utilized traditional chaotic invariants to model the dynamics and have shown
that dynamical attributes augmented with spatial attributes (GIST [35]) can be effectively used for categorization of dynamic scenes [2]. Another recent approach utilized spatio-temporal oriented energy filters
for dynamic natural scene classification [38]. In this
paper, we test the generality of the proposed action
modeling framework for dynamic scene classification
application.
Contributions: In this paper, we present a computational framework for analysis of dynamical systems
by combining the theoretical concepts of dynamical
system analysis and ideas in shape theory. We extract dynamical shape features from the reconstructed
phase space in the form of shape distributions to
achieve improved results. We show the utility of the
proposed framework in action and gesture recognition, movement quality assessment, and dynamical
scene recognition and evaluate the performance by
comparing it with traditional chaotic invariants. We
also propose two new shape functions to encode
local dynamical evolution as opposed to global shape
functions proposed by Osada et al. [39].

3

P RELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the background necessary to develop an understanding of nonlinear dynamical system analysis and chaos theory for applications in activity analysis, activity quality assessment
and natural scene analysis.
3.1

Dynamical System Analysis

Dynamical systems are governed by a set of functions
defining the variations in the behavior of the system
over time. A dynamical system is termed linear or
nonlinear if the function defining the behavior of the
system is linear or nonlinear respectively. Dynamical systems can be represented using state variables
defining the state of the system at a given time t.
A dynamical system is termed deterministic if there
exists a unique future state for a given current state
and is termed stochastic if the future state is derived from a probability distribution of possible states.
Chaos theory is the field of study of such deterministic
dynamical systems that show high sensitivity to initial
conditions. A chaotic system is a dynamical system
with deterministic behavior showing sensitivity to
initial conditions.
The states of a chaotic system are generally considered to be in an n-dimensional manifold also called
phase space. A chaotic system evolves over time in
its phase space according to the system variables
governing the dynamics. The path traversed by the
system over time is called a trajectory and the region
of the phase space where the trajectories settle down
as time approaches infinity is denoted as an attractor.
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Fig. 1: Phase space reconstruction of Lorenz attractor by delay embedding. (a) shows the 3D view of trajectories of Lorenz
attractor with control parameters ρ = 45.92, σ = 16.0 and β = 4.0. We can see that trajectories of Lorenz system settle down
and are confined within the attractor. The one-dimensional time series (observed) of the Lorenz system is shown in (b). We
see that a low-dimensional nonlinear system can generate such complex and chaotic signal. (c) shows the reconstructed
phase space from observed time series of the Lorenz system using delay embedding (τ = 11). The above example illustrates
that the reconstructed phase space preserves certain topological properties of the original Lorenz attractor.

One would need to have access to all independent
variables of the system and their interactions for a
complete understanding of the system. In a real world
scenario, the data recorded is of low-dimension and
is insufficient to model the dynamics of the system. In
addition, model-based (parametric) approaches, such
as LDS assume an underlying mapping function f
to describe the dynamics of the system. It has been
established that such approaches may not be suitable
for modeling the dynamics of complex systems such
as human movements due to the simplifying assumptions [40]. The theory of chaotic systems allows
for determining certain invariants of the dynamical
system function f without making any assumptions
about the system.
3.2

Phase Space Reconstruction

The phase space is defined as the space with all possible
states of a system [41], [42]. In a deterministic dynamical system that can be mathematically modeled,
future states of the system can be determined using
present and past state information. However, for applications such as human activity understanding and
dynamical scene understanding, the system equations
are complex. Furthermore, sensing systems in the realworld do not allow us to observe all variables of
the system (e.g., the home-based setting for stroke
rehabilitation with single marker on the wrist). To
address these problems, we have to employ methods
for reconstructing the attractor to obtain a phase space
which preserves the important topological properties
of the original dynamical system. This process is
required to find the mapping function between the
one-dimensional observed time series and the mdimensional attractor, with the assumption that all
variables of the system influence one another. The
concept of phase space reconstruction was expounded
in the embedding theorem proposed by Takens, called
Takens’ embedding theorem [43] and an example
of the procedure is shown in Fig. 1. For a discrete
dynamical system with a multidimensional phase
space, time-delay vectors (or embedding vectors) are

obtained by concatenation of time-delayed samples
given by
xi (n) = [xi (n), xi (n + τ ), · · · , xi (n + (m − 1)τ )]T , (1)
where ‘m’ is the embedding dimension and ‘τ ’ is
the embedding delay. These parameters should be
carefully selected in order to facilitate a good phase
space reconstruction. For a sufficiently large ‘m’, the
important topological properties of the unknown multidimensional system are reproduced in the reconstructed phase space [42]. The embedding method has
proven to be useful, particularly for time series generated from low-dimensional deterministic dynamical
systems, by providing a way to apply theoretical
concepts of nonlinear dynamical systems onto observed time series. The embedding theorem does not
suggest methods to estimate the optimal values for
‘m’ and ‘τ ’. We use the false nearest neighbors [44]
approach to estimate m and the first zero crossing of
the autocorrelation function [45] to estimate τ . Fig. 1
shows an example of phase space reconstruction from
a one-dimensional observed time-series of a Lorenz
system.
3.3

Embedding Dimension

The embedding dimension refers to the number of
time-delayed samples concatenated to form the timedelay vector (see (1)). The aim here is to estimate
an integer embedding dimension which can unfold
the attractor thereby removing any self-overlaps due
to projection of the attractor onto lower dimensional
space. Hence, the embedding dimension can be defined as the minimum dimension required to unfold
the attractor completely. The false nearest neighbor
approach finds this minimum embedding dimension
to remove any false nearest neighbors (neighbors due
to projection onto lower dimension) [42]. Consider a
vector in reconstructed phase space in m dimensions
given by
x(k) = [x(k), x(k + τ ), · · · , x(k + (m − 1)τ )]T ,

(2a)
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and a nearest neighbor in the phase space given by
NN

x

(k) = [x

NN

(k), x

NN

(k + τ ), · · · , x

NN

T

(k + (m − 1)τ )] . (2b)

If the vector xN N (k) is a true neighbor of x(k), then
it should be because of the underlying dynamics.
The vector xN N (k) can be a false neighbor of x(k)
when dimension m is unable to unfold the attractor.
Hence, moving to the next dimension m + 1 may
move this false neighbor out of the neighborhood
of x(k). This process of finding false neighbors of
every vector xi (k) sequentially removes self-overlaps
and identifies m where the attractor is completely
unfolded. The embedding dimension m suggested
by the false nearest neighbor algorithm for exemplar
trajectories of human actions was either 3 or 4. We
select a constant embedding dimension m = 3 to
reconstruct all relevant phase space. Even with this
fixed value of m, we obtain excellent results as shown
in our experiments.
3.4

Embedding Delay

Embedding delay refers to the choice of integer time
delay used to construct the time-delay vector. Theoretically, the embedding process allows any value of
τ if one has access to infinitely accurate data [42].
Since this is practically impossible, we try to find a
value τ which makes the components of the vector
[x(k), x(k + τ ), x(k + 2τ )]T in the embedding sufficiently independent. A low value of τ makes adjacent
components to be correlated and hence they cannot
be considered as independent variables. On the other
hand, a high value of τ may make the adjacent components uncorrelated (almost independent) and cannot
be considered as part of the system that supposedly
generated them. The shape of the embedded time
series will critically depend on the choice of τ [45].
A good selection of τ should ensure that the data are
maximally spread in phase space resulting in smooth
phase space reconstruction. We use the first zerocrossing of the autocorrelation function as an estimate
of τ as suggested in [45] for strongly periodic data,
which is a suitable choice for our experiments.
3.5 Phase Space Reconstruction of the Lorenz
Attractor
The Lorenz attractor is the steady state of a nonlinear
chaotic system of three coupled nonlinear ordinary
differential equations [46] as given below:
ẋ = σ(y − x),

(3a)

ẏ = x(ρ − z) − y,

(3b)

ż = xy − βz,

(3c)

where x, y, z are the state variables and σ, ρ and
β are non-negative and dimensionless parameters.
These equations were defined by Lorenz in 1963 [41]

to represent a simplified model of thermal convection
in the lower atmosphere. Lorenz showed that this
relatively simple-looking set of equations could have
highly erratic dynamics for a range of defined control
parameters, for which the dynamics are chaotic. The
dynamics of the Lorenz system in the 3-dimensional
state space generated from these set of equations is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Lorenz attractor also illustrates
that deterministic nonlinear models of low dimension
can produce signal with complex dynamics. Furthermore, Fig. 1 illustrates that it is possible to recreate
an approximate attractor generated by a multidimensional system (such as Lorenz) using only a onedimensional observed time series.
In the next section, we propose dynamical shape
feature extraction from reconstructed phase space
which is more suitable for action modeling than traditional chaotic invariants. We also show the stability
of the proposed dynamical shape features for different
time-series lengths using nonlinear dynamical models
(Lorenz and Rossler systems).

4

ATTRACTOR S HAPE D ISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we present a framework which combines the strong theoretical concepts of nonlinear
dynamical analysis and ideas in shape theory to effectively represent the nature of dynamics. From Fig.
2, we see that the ‘shape’ of the reconstructed phase
space can be seen as a discriminative feature for classification between Run and W alk action classes. Hence,
our aim will be to extract feature representations
for the shape of the reconstructed phase space. It is
important to note here that the process of phase space
reconstruction preserves certain topological properties
and global shape is not a topological invariant, while
local shape properties are computed from samples
expected to be relatively invariant. However, our goal
here is to suggest a shape-based descriptor (both
global and local) which possess sufficient discriminatory properties and robustness.
We consider the attractor as having its own characteristic shape in the high-dimensional phase space.
Shape analysis of 3D surfaces is a well-studied problem in the computer vision community. In [39], Osada
et al. present a method for finding a similarity measure
between 3D shapes by computing shape distributions
of the 3D surface sampled from the shape function
by measuring their global geometric properties. We
use the shape distribution of the reconstructed phase
space as the dynamical feature representation in our
experiments. While the shape distributions was originally proposed to measure similarity between 3D
shapes, we believe that shape distributions can be
used as feature representations for any n-dimensional
phase space. In addition, it is said that any function
can be used to extract the shape distribution [39], but
we adopt simpler shape functions based on geometric
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Fig. 2: Examples of phase space reconstruction of corresponding time series data of a subject performing Run and Walk
action respectively. The embedding parameters were selected as m = 3 and τ as described in section 3.4. This example
illustrates that the shape of the reconstructed phase space can be seen as a discriminative feature for classification of
actions. We use shape distributions proposed by Osada et al. [39] as a representation for shape of phase space. (c) and (f)
together support our hypothesis that shape distribution (D2) can be used for classification of actions.

properties (distance and area) which are listed below:
(a) Global Shape Functions:
•

•

•

D1: measures the distance between one fixed
point and one random point sampled from the
reconstructed phase space. The fixed point is
selected as the centroid of the attractor.
D2: measures the distance between two random points in the phase space represented as
||xi − xj ||2 .
D3: measures the square root of the area of the
triangle formed by three random points on the
attractor.

For example, the D2 shape function can be represented as
D2ij = ||xi − xj ||2 ,

(4)

where xi and xj are points (embedding vectors) in the
reconstructed phase space. A set of these distances for
randomly chosen embedding vector pairs are computed. From this set, we construct a histogram by
counting the number of samples which fall into each
of B=50 fixed sized bins to obtain the attractor’s shape
distribution.
These shape functions encode global geometric
properties of the phase space, lacking information
about local shape and dynamical evolution in the
phase space. While previous investigation shows that
global geometric shape function (D2) performs sufficiently better than the traditional nonlinear dynamical
measures (largest Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension and correlation integral) [29], we hypothesize
that a shape function which encodes local geometry
and dynamical evolution information of phase space
should improve the performance. In this direction, we
propose new shape functions defined as,
(b) Local Shape Functions:

•

•

DT1: It is similar to D2, with an additional
constraint that the time separation between two
random points in reconstructed phase space is
≤ δ, thereby encoding only the local shape information.
DT2: encodes dynamical evolution of the phase
space by exponential weighting given by
DT2ij = e−γ|ti −tj | ∗ ||xi − xj ||2 ,

(5)

where ti and tj are the time indexes of the randomly selected pair of embedding vectors in the
reconstructed phase space. ‘δ’ and ‘γ’ are empirically determined parameters such that δ, γ ≥ 0.
Local vs Global: The main idea behind proposing
these local shape functions is that, a global shape function would consider data samples from independent
repetitions (well separated in time) of a movement.
Also, repetitive human movements (such as running
and walking) result in trajectories which wraps around
itself in reconstructed phase space, creating an artifact
of having closely spaced trajectories in phase space.
We believe that such an approach would not provide a
robust feature representation, and we suggest the use
of local shape functions instead which only considers
data samples close in time.
Metric on Shape Distributions: Several metrics
exist in literature to calculate the distance between histograms including chi-squared statistic (χ2 distance),
Bhattacharyya distance [47], Riemannian analysis [48]
and Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [49]. In our experiments, we provide results using Euclidean distance
and chi-squared distance metrics for comparison due
to their simplicity.
4.1 Test on Models
The framework was tested on the Lorenz and Rossler
models to determine whether the shape feature can
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the effect of time-series lengths on reconstructed phase space for nonlinear dynamical models like
Lorenz and Rossler systems, and right-foot trajectory of a subject performing Run action. These examples clearly indicate
that the shape of the reconstructed phase space does not change with time-series length, motivating feature extraction
representative of the shape of the reconstructed phase space (as reported in Fig. 4).
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(a) Shape distribution (D2) of reconstructed
phase space for Lorenz (blue) and Rossler (red)
models for different time-series length N (NL and
NR represent time-series lengths of Lorenz and
Rossler systems respectively).

(b) Shape distribution (D2) of reconstructed
phase space from right-foot trajectory of a subject
performing Run action for different time-series
length.

Fig. 4: Illustration of stability of the dynamical shape distribution (D2) extracted from reconstructed phase space for
different time-series length. (a) shows the stability of D2 distribution on Lorenz and Rossler systems while studies have
reported significant error in estimation of largest Lyapunov exponent on these models (refer TABLE 1). (b) depicts the
stability of D2 distribution for trajectory data collected from right-foot of a subject performing Run action.
TABLE 1: Experimental results on Lorenz and Rossler models for given embedding parameters (mL = 3, τL = 11,
mR = 3, τR = 8) and different time-series lengths. The true
value of λ1 for Lorenz and Rossler models are 1.50 and 0.09
respectively [12].
System

Lorenz

Rossler

N
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
400
800
1200
1600
2000

Calculated λ1
1.751
1.345
1.372
1.392
1.523
0.0351
0.0655
0.0918
0.0984
0.0879

% error
16.7
-10.3
-8.5
-7.2
1.5
-61.0
-27.2
2.0
9.3
-2.3

be effectively used to classify differences in shape of
reconstructed phase space of nonlinear dynamical systems. We compare the performance of the proposed
framework with that of largest Lyapunov exponent.

The effect of time-series length on estimation of largest
Lyapunov exponent was studied by Rosenstein et al.
[16], by evaluating the performance of the algorithm
they proposed for estimation of λ1 for various timeseries lengths. The simulation results on Lorenz and
Rossler models are shown in TABLE 1. Their findings
indicate that the estimation error increases with reduction in time-series length (N ). Fig. 3 depicts the
variations in reconstructed phase space for different
time-series length with defined embedding parameters. It is evident from these plots that the shape
of the reconstructed phase space remain sufficiently
similar and can be used as a discriminative feature
for classification purposes. Also, from Fig. 4, the shape
distribution (using D2 shape function) was found to
be stable for different time-series lengths. This striking
ability of our feature representations to be robust to
changes in data length will be useful in applications
related to human activity analysis, where the signal
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observation time is small/variable.

5

E XPERIMENTS

AND

R ESULTS

The proposed framework for representation of dynamics was evaluated on the following video-based
inference tasks:
(1) Action recognition on a motion capture dataset [4].
(2) Action recognition on the MSR Action3D dataset
released by Microsoft Research [50].
(3) Action quality estimation on stroke rehabilitation
datasets collected in hospital and home environments
[28], [51].
(4) Dynamic scene classification on the Maryland “inthe-wild” natural scene dataset [2] and the Yupenn
“stabilized” scene dataset [38].
Baseline: The main contribution of our work is to
propose a better way to encode dynamics compared
to traditional chaotic invariants. To evaluate the effectiveness of our framework, we provide comparative
results in each experiment with a feature vector 1 of
traditional chaotic invariants obtained by concatenating the largest Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension and correlation integral (for 8 values of radius)
resulting in a 10-dimensional feature vector denoted
as Chaos. For a fair comparison, the embedding procedure is fixed as mentioned in earlier sections.
5.1

Motion Capture Dataset

In the first experiment, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed framework using 3-dimensional motion capture sequences of body joints of subjects performing actions released by FutureLight, R&D division of Santa Monica Studios [4]. The dataset is a
collection of five actions: dance, jump, run, sit and
walk with 31, 14, 30, 35 and 48 instances respectively.
The classification problem on this dataset is shown
to be challenging due to the presence of significant
intra-class variations [4]. The data is in the form of
trajectories of 3D rotation angles from 18 body joints.
We use all body joints except the hip joint, to remove
any effects of translational movement of the body. The
3D time-series from these 17 body joints were divided
into scalar time-series resulting in a 51-dimensional
vector representation for each action. Phase space
reconstruction and dynamical shape feature extraction
was performed. The results of the leave-one-out crossvalidation approach using a nearest neighbor classifier
(using Euclidean and χ2 distance metrics) are tabulated in TABLE 2. The best classification performance
we achieved was a mean accuracy of 99.37% using
DT2 dynamical shape feature, in comparison with
89.7% reported by Ali et al. in [4] using traditional
chaotic invariants. In addition, we see that the classification performance of each dynamical shape feature
1. Code available at
http://www.physik3.gwdg.de/tstool/HTML/index.html

TABLE 2: Classification rates for the various proposed
dynamical shape features of phase space on the motion
capture dataset with m = 3 (and m = 5 in parentheses). For comparison, we use Euclidean distance and chisquared distance metrics as a measure of distance between
probability distributions. We see that DT2 achieves highest
classification rate of 99.37%. The confusion table of the same
is reported in TABLE 3.
Dynamical Shape Feature
Chaos
Ali et al.
D1
D2
D3
DT1
DT2

Distance
L2
80.38 (82.28)
89.70
94.30 (94.30)
96.84 (96.20)
97.47 (96.84)
97.47 (96.20)
96.84 (96.20)

Measure
χ2
83.54 (85.54)
98.10 (98.10)
96.84 (96.20)
97.47 (97.47)
98.73 (98.10)
99.37 (99.37)

TABLE 3: Confusion table for motion capture dataset using
DT2 as the dynamical shape feature achieving mean classification rate of 99.37% when compared to 89.7% reported
by Ali et al. in [4].
Action
Dance
Jump
Run
Sit
Walk

Dance
30
0
0
0
0

Jump
1
14
0
0
0

Run
0
0
30
0
0

Sit
0
0
0
35
0

Walk
0
0
0
0
48

is significantly better than the results achieved by
using traditional chaotic invariants (Chaos with m =
3 & m = 5). The proposed action modeling framework achieves near-perfect classification accuracy on
the motion capture dataset even in the presence of
significant intra-class variations indicating its stability.
This is also evident from the examples shown in
Fig. 5, where minor variations in the reconstructed
phase space (in the form of intra-class variations)
has not produced any significant effect on the dynamical shape feature indicating the stability of the
proposed framework. From these results, we see that
the dynamical shape features with temporal evolution
information (DT1 and DT2) performs better than the
shape features D1, D2 and D3, hence substantiating
our hypothesis that shape functions with dynamical
evolution information should only improve the recognition performance.
5.2

Kinect Dataset

The framework was also evaluated on a more comprehensive dataset released by Microsoft Research called
MSR Action3D dataset [50] having 20 action classes:
high arm wave, horizontal arm wave, hammer, hand catch,
forward punch, high throw, draw x, draw tick, draw circle,
hand clap, two hand wave, side boxing, bend, forward
kick, side kick, jogging, tennis swing, tennis serve, golf
swing, pick up & throw with 10 subjects performing
each action thrice (see Fig. 6 for example actions).
The action classes in this dataset were selected to
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the phase space reconstruction and dynamical shape feature extraction (D2 shape feature) using
four examples of Run, Walk and Dance action classes each from the motion capture dataset [4]. As an example, phase
space reconstruction of X-rotation time-series from right leg of subjects performing these actions is shown. Embedding
parameters, m was selected to be 3 and τ was calculated by method explained in section 3.4. It is evident from these
examples that the ‘shape’ of phase space is a representative feature for an action class and can be captured using shape
distributions.

(a) D1

(b) D2

(c) D3

(d) DT1

(e) DT2

(f) D1

(g) D2

(h) D3

(i) DT1

(j) DT2

Fig. 6: Example actions from action class Tennis serve (a) and Two hand wave (b) from the MSR Action3D dataset. Skeleton
data of 20 joints provided in the dataset will be used in our action recognition experiment. Shape distributions from
reconstructed phase space using the hand trajectory from five instances each of tennis serve and two hand wave actions
is shown here to illustrate the insensitivity of the framework to inter-class similarities.
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TABLE 4: Classification results for cross-subject test setting where 50% subjects were used for training and the remaining
50% subjects for testing in proposed method using linear SVM with m = 3 (and m = 5 in parentheses).
Set

D1

D2

Shape Distribution
D3

DT1

DT2

AS1
AS2
AS3

88.35 (86.14)
69.72 (63.39)
90.74 (84.68)

89.32 (87.13)
72.65 (69.75)
96.40 (93.69)

87.13 (86.41)
71.43 (72.32)
98.20 (96.43)

88.57 (87.38)
73.21 (73.50)
98.25 (92.92)

90.48 (89.58)
74.11 (70.00)
99.09 (96.49)

72.28 (74.56)
51.85 (52.40)
76.36 (78.86)

Avg.

82.94 (78.07)

86.12 (83.52)

85.59 (85.05)

86.68 (84.60)

87.89 (85.34)

66.83 (68.61)

ensure the use of arms, legs and torso by subjects
to simulate interaction with gaming consoles. High
similarity between classes (e.g., forward punch and
hammer, high throw and pickup & throw) makes
this a challenging dataset. The 20 action classes were
further divided into 3 Action Sets: AS1, AS2 and AS3
in [50] to account for the large amount of computation
involved in classification of these actions. The action
sets 1 and 2 were intended to group actions with
similar movement and action set 3 to group complex
movements. The dataset provides 3D joint positions
on which phase space reconstruction and extraction
of shape distribution were carried out individually
on every dimension (x, y & z). These shape distributions were concatenated to form our feature vector
representative of a given action. The classification
results on the cross-subject test setting using a linear
SVM are tabulated in TABLE 4 and as seen, the proposed framework performs better than the traditional
chaotic invariants. Examples shown in Fig. 6 further
support our hypothesis that shape distributions can
be used as a discriminative feature for actions. In
order to illustrate the proposed framework’s stability
to intra-class variations and insensitivity to interclass similarities, we compare the dynamical shape
features of hand trajectory for five instances of tennis
serve and two hand wave action classes. Evident from
these examples is that even actions using similar
hand movements are represented by dynamical shape
features with enough differences to successfully recognize these actions. Furthermore, from results in
TABLE 4, we see that the dynamical shape feature
DT2 has the highest overall classification accuracy,
indicating that the shape distribution based on temporal evolution of phase space is better than traditional
global shape representations. We have also provided
classification results using a nearest neighbor classifier
in TABLE 5 for a comprehensive comparison of the
proposed shape distributions. Our results indicate
that we achieve similar performance with both m = 3
and m = 5. In further evaluation experiments, we use
m = 3.
5.3 Activity Quality for Rehabilitation
Our aim in this experiment is two-fold: a) to classify movements of unimpaired (neurologically normal) and impaired (stroke survivors) subjects, b) to
quantitatively assess the quality of movement performed by the impaired subjects during repetitive task

Chaos

TABLE 5: Classification results for cross-subject test setting
where 50% subjects were used for training and the remaining 50% subjects for testing in proposed method using
nearest-neighbor classifier.
Shape Distribution (m = 3)
D2
D3
DT1
DT2

Chaos
m=3
m=5

Set

D1

AS1
AS2
AS3

67.00
59.63
87.83

74.62
67.66
89.96

75.73
65.77
89.66

75.05
64.47
88.11

78.43
68.21
91.13

52.30
42.53
53.45

55.67
49.23
60.59

Avg.

71.49

77.41

77.05

75.87

79.25

49.43

55.16

therapy. Fig. 7 illustrates the differences in shape of
reconstructed phase space between unimpaired and
impaired subjects using trajectories from the wrist
marker (reflective marker placed on the subject’s
wrist). The experimental data was collected using a
heavy marker-based system (14 markers on the right
hand, arm and torso) in a hospital setting. Seven
unimpaired and 15 impaired subjects perform multiple repetitions of reach and grasp movements, both
on-table and elevated (the subject must move against
gravity to reach the target). Each subject would perform 4 sets of reach and grasp movements to different
target locations, with each set having 10 repetitions.
To account for a small number of training examples,
we adopt leave-one-reach-out cross validation scheme
where one set of reach movement was used as testing
example and rest as training examples. The stroke
survivors were also evaluated by the Wolf Motor
Function Test (WMFT) [31] on the day of recording,
which evaluates the subject’s functional ability on a
scale of 1 − 5 (with 5 being least impaired and 1
being most impaired) based on predefined functional
tasks. Since our focus is on development of quantitative measures of movement quality for a home-based
rehabilitation system that would use a single marker
on the wrist, we only use the data corresponding to
the single marker on the wrist from the heavy markerbased hospital system.
The focus of traditional methods for quantitative
assessment of movement quality has been towards
kinematics. Hence, in TABLE 6, we compare our results with an approach which uses kinematic analysis
on the same dataset [28]. We also compare our results
with the performance of traditional chaotic invariants.
It is evident from these results that our framework
performs better than two state-of-the-art quantitative
measures for movement analysis in the field of stroke
rehabilitation.
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Fig. 7: Proposed framework for movement quality assessment and action recognition by extraction of dynamical shape
feature from reconstructed phase space. (a) shows the time-series of x-location of wrist marker; its respective reconstructed
phase space is shown in (b). These two exemplar trajectories are collected from the stroke rehabilitation dataset [28] and
belong to unimpaired and impaired subjects respectively. The corresponding dynamical shape feature represented by shape
distribution is shown in (c). Similarity measure (e.g., Euclidean distance) can be used to classify these trajectories.
TABLE 6: Comparison of classification rates for different methods using leave-one-reach-out cross-validation and
nearest neighbor classifier on the stroke rehabilitation
dataset.
Method
KIM [28]
Chaos (m = 3)
Chaos (m = 5)
D1 (m = 3)
D2 (m = 3)
D3 (m = 3)
DT1 (m = 3)
DT2 (m = 3)

Classification Rate (%)
85.2
81.82
83.43
84.32
88.60
86.04
87.65
92.05

SVM
Regression

Impaired
subject

Dynamical Feature(D2)

6
WMFT
Score

Fig. 8: Block diagram representation for learning a regressor
for movement quality assessment using Functional Activity
Score (FAS) from the Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT).

WMFT
MQS

Impairement Level

4

We also propose a framework for movement quality
assessment (shown in Fig. 8) for stroke rehabilitation.
Using the WMFT scores of impaired subjects, we learn
a regression function using SVM to compute a movement quality score from dynamical shape feature (using D2 shape distribution). The regressor was trained
using leave-one-reach-out cross-validation technique.
The outputs of the regressor were averaged per subject to get the Movement Quality Score (MQS). Fig. 9
shows a comparison between the actual WMFT score
and the quality assessment score by the proposed
method (MQS). The Pearson correlation coefficient
between the MQS and the Functional Activity Score
(FAS) of the WMFT was found to be 0.8527. When we
repeat the same experiment with kinematic attributes
on a single wrist marker, the correlation coefficient
was found to be 0.6481. In comparison, kinematic
analysis of data from all 14 markers gave a correlation
coefficient of 0.9041. This experiment clearly shows
that the proposed framework achieves comparable
results obtained by the heavy marker-based system
even when using a single wrist marker, which is
facilitated by the phase space reconstruction and robust feature extraction from phase space using shape
distribution.
The WMFT scores are based on several functional

Movement
- Quality
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(MQS)

3.8
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3.2
3
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3
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6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Subject ID

Fig. 9: Comparison between impairment level (with 5 being least impaired and 1 being most impaired) given by
actual WMFT score and MQS for 15 impaired subjects. The
Pearson correlation coefficient was found to be 0.8527 with
a two-tail P-value of 5.35 × 10−5 , proving its statistical
significance.

tasks (e.g., folding a towel, picking up a pencil) and
not on evaluation of the actual movements during
repetitive therapy treatment (reach and grasp movements). In the above experiment, we utilize these
WMFT scores as an approximate high-level quantitative measure for movement quality of impaired
subjects performing reach and grasp movements, as
both WMFT evaluation and 3D marker data on the
wrist were obtained on the same day.
To address this conflict in collection of ground truth
(movement quality labels) and trajectory data, we
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TABLE 7: Comparison of performance of the proposed dynamical shape features with the performance of traditional
methods used for movement quality analysis.
Method
KIM [28]
Chaos (m = 3)
Chaos (m = 5)
D1 (m = 3)
D2 (m = 3)
D3 (m = 3)
DT1 (m = 3)
DT2 (m = 3)

Correlation Coefficient
0.4918
0.4717
0.5089
0.3877
0.5029
0.4935
0.4582
0.5510

MSE
0.0066
0.0101
0.0100
0.1190
0.0078
0.0061
0.0100
0.0057

TABLE 9: Comparison of classification rates for various
approaches on the Yupenn “stabilized” dynamic dataset
(with m = 3).
Class

Chaos [2]

Chaos (our)2

D1

D2

D3

DT1

DT2

beach
c. street
elevator
f. fire
fountain
highway
l. storm
ocean
railway
r. river
sky
snowing
waterfall
w. farm

27
17
40
50
7
17
37
43
3
3
33
10
10
17

17
70
17
10
10
17
97
30
17
87
23
77
17
03

77
3
7
40
0
77
97
60
60
60
30
73
50
30

80
87
37
50
27
47
97
70
57
90
47
80
37
13

77
90
10
57
17
53
93
80
23
83
43
90
30
20

83
100
23
40
47
33
97
87
40
87
50
90
37
10

77
93
17
50
0
60
100
77
60
77
57
93
37
33

Avg. (%)

22.43

35.14

48.64

58.50

54.71

58.85

59.35

TABLE 8: Comparison of classification rates for various
approaches on the Maryland “in-the-wild” dataset (with
m = 3).
Class

Chaos [2]

Chaos (our) 2

D1

D2

D3

DT1

DT2

avalanche
b. water
c. traffic
f. fire
fountain
i. collapse
landslide
s. traffic
tornado
v. eruption
waterfall
waves
whirlpool

30
30
50
30
20
10
10
20
60
70
30
80
30

40
40
30
20
0
0
50
20
10
0
20
40
20

0
30
80
10
40
10
0
20
40
60
10
70
40

0
40
100
30
30
0
10
30
70
70
40
80
50

20
20
50
30
30
0
20
30
60
60
20
80
30

10
30
60
30
30
10
10
40
50
40
20
90
70

0
30
90
30
40
0
20
30
60
70
30
80
50

Avg. (%)

36

22.31

31.54

42.31

34.62

37.69

40.77

have used a dataset reported in [52] from eight stroke
survivors performing reach and grasp movement
tasks and have developed a rating scale for movement
quality in collaboration with physical therapists [52].
Within this scale, physical therapists would provide
us an overall rating on a scale of 1 − 5 based on
the therapist’s impression of the participant’s performance. A score of 1 denotes that the participant could
not complete the task (most impaired) and a 5 denotes
that the participant performed the task with the same
quality of performance as the therapist if he/she were
to perform it (least impaired or unimpaired). We have
collected both 3D position of the wrist and physical
therapist ratings in order to make comparisons among
the kinematics, our proposed measure, and the therapist ratings, across the same reach action. Utilizing
the expert knowledge of the therapist ratings for these
rated actions will also help us better contextualize
the data to better shape our framework as a therapy
tool. Using the same framework for regression as
earlier, we see from TABLE 7 that the proposed framework (using DT2) performs better than the traditional
methods for movement quality assessment in terms
of correlation coefficient and mean squared error. It
should be noted that the proposed framework does
not require data collected from unimpaired subjects
for generating MQS, while kinematic methods like
KIM [28] does, making the framework more suitable
to model complex tasks during therapy treatment.
2. Here “our” refers to our implementation of traditional chaotic
invariants using the OpenTSTOOL package.

5.4

Dynamic Scene Recognition

Natural dynamic scene recognition has been gaining
interest in recent years [2], [38]. In an attempt to test
the generality of the proposed framework to dynamical modeling for applications in video analysis, we
evaluate its performance on dynamical scene classification. In this experiment, we use the Maryland “inthe-wild” dataset [2] which is a collection of 13 classes
with 10 examples per class and a larger Yupenn
stabilized dynamic dataset [38] which is a collection
of 14 classes with 30 examples per class. The former
has videos collected from video hosting websites with
no control over recording process leading to a dataset
with large variations in illumination, view and scale
[2]. The latter dataset was recently released to emphasize only the scene-specific temporal information
rather than camera-induced ones. In addition, the
scene classes in the datasets were selected to illustrate
potential failure of static scene representations leading
to confusion between classes (e.g., chaotic traffic and
smooth traffic).
Recent research on dynamical modeling of scenes
have shown that temporal (motion) information can
provide better classification performance than traditional feature representations (e.g., GIST [35]) on static
scenes [2], [38]. The GIST feature is based on the
hypothesis that humans recognize scenes by holistic
understanding of a scene [35], [53], thereby providing
a global spatial representation of a scene. Shroff et al.
employed traditional chaotic invariants to model the
dynamics in the time-series of the 960-dimensional
GIST descriptor extracted from each video and will be
treated as our baseline. Similarly, we compare the performance of our proposed shape distribution features
estimated on the 960-dimensional GIST descriptor to
further support our hypothesis that proposed shapebased features can perform better than traditional
chaotic invariants in video-based inference tasks.
The average classification accuracy for all the proposed dynamical shape features in comparison with
traditional chaotic invariants using a nearest neighbor
classifier are tabulated in TABLE 8 and 9. It is evident from these results that the proposed dynamical
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shape features (D2 and DT2) perform better than the
traditional chaotic invariants used in literature for dynamical scene classification. Evidently it is possible to
improve classification performance further by fusion
of dynamical and spatial features as in [2], but here we
restrict ourselves to comparison with core dynamical
approaches.
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